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EMPLOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM 
VOLUME 1 

CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This category report summarizes the findings and actions that resulted from evaluation of 
575 employee cocerns assigned to the Construction Category. The concerns raised issues 
about plant construction and related area such as design, installation, inspection, 
surveillance, and maintenance of plant facilities and equipment.  

Nuclear construction acivities, in most of the areas evaluatd, were adequately performed.  
Some technical problems and some programmatic weaknesses were identified. However, 
these have been or are being evaluater and corrected.  

The Construction Category Evaluation Group initiated 242 recommendations for corrective 
acti.n plans to address technical and programmatic issues. Most of the corrective action 
plans were to improve existing programL, correct documentation discrepancies, improve 
procedures, or to track corrective actions previously initiated by line organizations.  

Approximately half of the concerns did not identify problems reauiring corrective action.  
The employees who expressed those concerns may have misperceived what they saw or 
simply disagreed with some policies or procedures.  

Of the problems that were identified by concerns, many had already been detected through 
other means and actions were underway or had already bee-: completed at the time of the 
evaluations. At the srme time, some concerns helped .o identify previously unrecognized 
problems and brought about actions that will significantly enhance overall performance.  

Some tecinical discrepancies t-at potentially could have affected plant safety were 
identified in the areas of electrical cable and flexible conduit installhtions, instrumentation 
design and installation, and design calculations for anchorages anm hanger installations.  
Each of these areas is being evaluated through wallowns, analyses, and testing, and 
corrected by modifications where required.  

Three general types of shortcomings were identified, through analysis of the cumulative 
findings, as having caused or contributed to tl: identified deficiencies: design 
documentation and site imp'.:mentation, work control, and corrective action programs.  

Design output document provided to the sites did not always contain tiraely, dc urate, and 
complete requirements. Changes in upper-tier criteria and vendor information were not 
consistently incorporated into design output documents and, subsequently, into site 
imple nenting procedures. Some procedures, therefore, did net fully specify the appropriate 
stora+f, handling, and installation requirements of some materials and components. The
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organizationtal structure existing at the time was not conducive to good communication and 
cooperation among organizations; therefore, the deficiencies were not expeditiously 
resolved. T'he new organizational structure and other major management improvements 
outlined in the Nuclear Performance Plan and the additional actions identified in the ECSP 
Enginerng Category Report 20000 should significantly enhance overall performance in 
these areaw. Identified negative finding that meet the restart criteria for Sequoyah and/or 
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plants have already been or will be corrected prior to the restart of 
the respective units. Those required for fuel load of Watts Bar and/or Bellefonte Nuclear 
Plants will be corrected prior to fuel load for those respective units.  

Work control systems at Watts Bar exhibited weaknesses in the areas of planning and 
coordination, the content of work instructions, and the work review function. Work 
activities often were not well planned or coordinated and some work packages were not 
complete. Also, there was no performance monitoring system in place to aid in 
management review of work results and detection of adverse trends. Watts Bar 
management had previously recognized the weaknesses in work control systems and 
initiated a comprehensive overhaul ojf the program. In response to the employee concerns 
evaluation, Watts Bar also committed to develop a procedure for monitoring and trending 
the work control program. The new program, when fully implemented, should substantially 
improve work control performance at Watts Bar.  

Although several programs for resolving "conditions adverse to quality" were in existence, 
they were not fully effective in achieving their goals. The primary weaknesses were untimely 
problem identification and recurrence prevention. Once recognized, the immediate 
problem was usually corrected. However, follow-up for recurrence prevention, through root 
cause analysis and generic implications review, was not always completed. As a 
consequence, the same or similar problems sometimes recurred at the same or other sites.  
A new Condition Adverse to Quality Report procedure was published in November 1986 in 
the Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual and subsequently revised to fully address the above 
findings. The new procedure consolidates the previous multiple programs into a single 
program and clearly delineates the responsibilities and requirements for identifying and 
resolving conditions adverse to quality. This new program effectively addresses the 
weaknesses found in the previous programs.  

The programmatic weaknesses discussed above were judged o have resulted from a set of 
underlying conditions that existed during the timeframe represented by the concerns. It is 
significant that these conditions had been previously recognized by the Manager of Nuclear 
Power as detrimental to the nuclear program and major improvements had been planned 
and were underway before the Employee Concerns; Special Program was implemented.  

TVA's massive nuclear construction program, and the attendant rapid expansion of the 
work force, created the need for a greater number of experienced managers and supervisors 
than wai available within TVA. The available qualified personnel were spread thinly 
throughout the nuclear organization and hundreds of new managers were appointed. Many
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of these new managers had neither the managerial nor the nuclear power plant experience 
to fulfill their new responsibilities effectively, and TVA programs did not develop the 
needed managerial capability.  

Furthermore, the decisioa to decentralize the nuclear organization in the early 1980's came 
,-it a time when cohesion, not fragmentation, was most needed. Unprepared managers, 
without benefit of adequate training or development programs, were placed in an 
atmosphere of ambiguous lines of authority, il-defined responsibility, and very little 
individual accountability. Functional organzatons operated autonomously, often in 
competition with each other, with no unified sense of purpose. Corporate management was 
slow in recognizing these weaknesses, thereby delaying the initiation of corrective action.  

TVA has restructured the nuclear organization to centralize responsibility and define lines 
of authority under the Manager of Nuclear Power. Newly created departments have been 
assigned discrete functional responsibilities, and line managers within the departments are 
accountable for ti, technical adequacy of activities within their assigned areas. The overall 
level of nuclear manabment expertise has been improved, and continues to improve, 
through a combination of hiring, development, and retention of experienced nuclear 
managers. These and many other major program improvements are being implemented in 
accordance with the Nuclear Performance Plan. The corrective actions initiated to resolve 
specific discrepancies in the Construction, Engineering, Operations, and Quality Assurance 
categories. along with the sweeping program improvements outlined in the Nuclear 
Performance Plan, should significantly enhance performance, not only in construction 
activities, but throughout the nuclear organization.
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PREFACE

This report is one of a serics prepared under the Employee Concerns Special Program 
(ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority (WVA). The ECSP and the organization which 
carried out the program, the Employee Concerns Task Group (ECrG), were established by 
TVA's Manager of Nuclear Power to evaluate and respond to those Office of Nuclear 
Power (ONP) employee concerns filed before February 1, 1986 that related to TVA's 
nuclear power program. Concerns filed after that date are handled by the ongoing ONP 
Employee Concerns Program (ECP).  

The ECSP addressed more than 5,800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a 
formal, vrittmn description of a circumstance or circumstances that an employee cited as 
inappropriate, inefficient, unjust, or unsafec The scope of the FCSP was to thoroughly 
evaluate all alleged problems (issues) presented in the concerns and to report the results of 
those evaluations in a form accessible to ONP employees, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), and the general public.  

This preface contains background information on how the ECSP was initiated, descriptions 
of the categories to which concerns were assigned for evaluation, profiles of the Senior 
Review Fanel members who provided independent oversight of the program, and 
information on feedback of program results to employees.  

A HISTORLY OF SHE EMIPLOYEE CONCER&NS SPECIAL PROGRAM 

In early 1985, a gap in communications between management and non-management 
employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was recognized. -'Uter consultation with tr' NRC 
about this situation, the TVA Beard of Directors directed that a far-reaching employee 
concerns program be implemented at Watts Bar. The Employee Concerns Special Program 
was established to thoroughly review employee concerns. To ensure that employees felt 
free to express their concerns without fear of retaliation, an independent contractor was 
selected to interview employees then assigned to Watts Bar.  

Precautions were taken throughout the program to protect the identities of those who 
expressed concerns. The original records of the interviews remain in the custody of the 
interviewing contractor; the only other copies of these records are held by the NRC. Only 
the contractor and the NRC have had access to these files. The information provided to 
TVA was screened to maintain employee confidentiality.  

Upon completion of the interview phase on February 1, 1986, 5,876 employees had been 
interviewed. Approximately one third of the employees (1,850) had expressed one or more 
concerns, resulting in approximately 5,000 individual employee concerns. Although TVA 
extended the program to employees at all Office of Nuclear Power sites through the use of 
mailers and a toll free telephone number, most of the concerns were from Watts Bar 
employees.



An Employee Concerns Task Group was established to carry out the program. The Task 
Group's r.ncentration of qualified personnel and its comprehensive approach to problem 
resolution also made it the logical organization to resolve concerns and items gathered from 
several other sources. Therefore, the Task Group's responsibilities included the foiowingr 

* Concerns expressed during the contractor interviews.  

* Concerns generated by earlier employee concern programs.  

* Additional concerns identified from the interview files by the contractor and the 
NRC 

* Additional items identified by Task Group evaluators.  

* Concerns received by the NRC before February 1,1986, and referred to TVA.  

* Concerns identified by TVA's former Nuclear Safety Review Staff.  

* Open items identified from reviews of TVA incoming correspondence.  

CATEMORIZATION OF CONCERNS 

The concerns were grouped into nine categories to provide for consistent evaluation of 
related concerns. This also aided in identifying and developing corrective actions that 
addressed identified deficiencies specifically and programmatically to prevent recurrence.  
The responsibility for each category was assigned to a designated Category Evaluation 
Group. This responsibility included identification of the issues raised by the concerns, 
thorough investigation, determination of generic applicability and root causes of 
deficiencies, evaluation of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) developed by the line 
organizations, and preparation of the program reports. In addition, the line organizations 
evaluated identified deficiencies for potential reportability to the NRC under Title 10 to the 
Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 5035(e), 50.72,50.73 and 21.  

The concerns were grouped into the following categories: 

* Cinstructin - Concerns about the adequacy of construction practices, the quality 
of as-constructed facilities (excluding welding and as-designed features), in-storage 
and installed maintenance prior to turnover to operations, measuring and test 
equipmert and handling of equipment used during construction, and construction 
testing activities. TVA personnel evaluated the concerns in this category.



* Eagearing - Concerns about the adequacy of the design pi ocess and the 
as-designed plant features. The design process consists of the technical and 
management processes that commence with the identification of design inputs and 
lead to and include the issuance of design output documents. These concerns were 
evaluated by Bechtel Western Power Corporation.  

* Operation - Concerns about operational activities, including operator qualifications, 
maintenance or equipment needs, security, health physics, and ALARA (as low as 
reasonably achievable) implementation, and concerns about preoperational and 
surveillance testing. Personnel from TVA and from Impell Corporation performed 
the evaluations in this category.  

* Material Control - Concerns about the adequacy of material, including its 
procurement, receipt, handling, storage, and installation, and the adequacy of 
procedures governing material control. TVA personnel evaluated the concerns in 
this category.  

* Welding - Concerns about any aspect of welding, including welder or weld procedure 
qualification, weld inspection/nondestructive examination, heat treatment, weld 
quality, filler material quality, and weld documentation. The welding concerns were 
evaluated by personnel from TVA and the EG&G Idaho Corporation.  

* Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdoing, or Misconduct - Concerns about personnel 
conduct that interferes with the ability of employees to fulfill their assigned 
responsibilities, unauthorized actions taken against employees for fulfilling their 
assigned responsibilities, and illegal activities or violations of TVA policies and 
regulations. Concerns in this category were transmitted by the Task Group to the 
Office of the Inspector General for evaluation.  

* Management and Personnel - Concerns about the adequacy of policies, management 
attitude and effectiveness, organization structures, personnel management, and 
personnel training and qualification, except training and qualification covered by the 
Quality Assurance/Quality Control Category. These concerns were evaluated by 
TVA personnel and contracted consultants.  

* Quality Assurance/Quality Control - Concerns about the adequacy of Quality 
Assurance/Quality Control programs and procedures (e.g., auditing; document 
control; records; deficiency reporting and corrective action; and inspection, except 
nondestructive examination and welding inspection) and the training, qualification, 
and certification of Quality Assurance/Quality Control personnel. The concerns in 
this category were evaluated by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation.



a IndWtWa Sofbt - Concerns about the working environment and controls which 
protect the health and safety of employees in the workplace (excluding health physics 
and ALARA). IVA personnel and the DuPont Company - Safety Management 
Services evaluated these axxcrns 

Concerns that affected more than one category were assigned to multiple categories. In 
such cases, each category evaluated the concern from its specific point of view.  

Each Category Evaluation Group sorted its assigned concerns into subcategories, according 
to the subject matter of the concerns, then into elements. An element is a group of related 
concerns that raise the same or similar issues. An issue is an alleged problem cited or 
implied, as interpreted by an evaluator, in one or more concerns. Concerns were evaluated 
according to the issues they raised. A comprehensive explanation of the evaluation and 
reporting process is contained in the introduction section of each category report and in the 
program summary report.  

-RGAIOEUH 

The ECSP has been reviewed, audited, and inspected by the NRCý the TVA Office of the 
Inspector General, and the TVA Nuclear Quality Assurance Division. To provide 
additional independent and objective oversight, the TVA Manager of Nuclear Power 
established a Senior Review Panel of recognized experts within the nuclear power industry.  
Those selected had extensive backgrounds with experience in the design, construction, 
operation, quality assurance and safety evaluation of nuclear power plants.  

The Senior Review Panel provided oversight to ensure that (1) the scope and depth of the 
evaluation effort was adequate, (2) the evaluation findings and conclusions were logically 
derived from the evidence (3) the proposed CAPs adequately addressed identified 
deficiencies, and (4) the reports adequately described the evaluation effort, the evaluation 
findings and conclusions, and the measures taken to resolve the identified deficiencies.  

Profiles nf the Seninr Review Paneliqts 

Myc Bender 

Querytech Associates Inc., Knoxville, Tennessee. Consultant on engineering practices for 
nuclear and advanced technology programs. More than 40) years of experience with complex 
technological activities including the Manhattan Project, and advanced nuclear fuel 
processing and waste management installations. Former Director of Engineering at the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and, for ten years, a Member of the NRC Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards (Chairman in 1977). Known for his work in standards, quality 
assurance, and system failure assessment.



Former startup readiness consultant for Three Mile Island. Former manager in the Naval 
Reactor Program. Former Vice President for Naval Reactor Plant Construction for New 
York Shipbuilding Corporation. Former Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Penylvania. Nearly 50 years of experience in engineering management, 
material procurement, quality control, radiological control, construction, and training 
related to nuclear facilities.  

Richard R Knsflu* 

Former Vice President for Quality and Technology, Babcock and Wilcox Company. Former 
manager in the Naval Reactor Program. Former Assistant Director (Plant Engineering) for 
the Atomic Energy Commission. Forty years of experience in the design, manufacturing, 
research and development, testing, operation, and maintenance of nuclear plants.  

Jnmh C IzVall IJr 

Former Nuclear Project Manager for Sargent and Lundy. Twenty-five years experience in 
F project management, licensing, construction, design, and operation of nuclear power 

facilities.  

-- . Sarand* 

Former Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Office for Westinghouse Hanford 
Company. While at Westinghouse, assisted Department of Energy in developing Quality 
Assurance standards and programs. Thirty years of experience in the quality assurance of 
nuclear plants, including preparation of plans, procedures, and manuals; indoctrination and 
training of personnel; and participation in more than 400 quality assurance audits, 
frequently as audit team leader.  

Jam-R- McGufts (Deceased) 

Over 40 years experience in ASME Code fabrication work, specialty welding practices, 
materials technology, and quality assurance methodology. Former Director of Quality 
Assurance and Inspection for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  

These members served on the panel for part of the duration of the program.



These categoy reports and their appendices are intended to inform the concerned 
individual as to how his or her concerns were addressed. These reports summarize the 
Employee Concerns Task Group's investigations, findings, and line management identified 
corrective actions. In most cases the concerned individual should be able to identify the 
resolution of the issue associated with his/her concern using the following steps: 

1. Determine which category would contain the concern A list of the categories begins 
on page i of this preface.  

2. Review the category report identified in step 1, above. In particular, review the 
"Category Assessment" and "Conclusions" sections and the appendix titled 
"Subcategory Report Overviews." 

A process has been developed which will permit employees to obtain additional information 
concerning their specific concern. As has been the case throughout this program, this will 
be done in a manner that ensures the confidentiality of the individual. Details of this 
process will be made available coincident with the release of these category reports.  

What to DoIf You Reiev Your Qwncer Has Not Been A esaJel Addrmsed 

The Employee Concerns Task Group has made an intensive effort to thoroughly evaluate 
and report on all the issues raised by the concerns. In some cases, adequate information 
may not have been available to properly evaluate your concern or the concern may have 
been misinterpreted by the Task Group. Any employee who believes that his/her concern 
has not been adequately addressed by the ECSP is requested to bring this to TVA's 
attention by taking the question to the Employee Concerns Program site representative.
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Employee concerns and other items included ia the Employee Concerns Special 
Program were collected or otherwise identified before February 1, 1986. Generally.  
the concerns reflect problems identified during an approximate timeframe of 1980 to 
1965. Some refer to earlier time periods.  

The Costucio Category Evaluation Group evaluated 575 employee concerns that 
raised 119 issue about plant construction and related areas such as design, installation, 
inspection, survei ance, and maintenance of plant facilities and equipment and the 
adequacy of constrcton programs and procedures. The evaluations were conducted 
during the period of February through October of 1986.  

Readers are cautioned not to construe this category report to be a comprehensive 
evaluation of all aspects of the IVA nuclear construction program. Ile findings and 
analyses presented in this and the 19 Construction subcategory reports are based solely 
on the evaluations of the issues raised by the employee concerns and 28 peripheral 
issues that were identified in the course of the evaluations. The subject matter 
represents a small, negatively biased set of items identified in the concerns.  

It is also imnportant, for a proper understanding of the context of this report, that 
readers be aware of the basic objective of Employee Concerns Task Group evaluations.  
The primary objective was to provide for evaluation and timely disposition, correction, 
and closeout of safety-related employee concerns in order to provide assurance that 
plant safety was not affected by identified isses.  

To this end, major emphasis was placed on analysis of negative findings. The process 
was designed to be self-critical, to seek out and resolve any remaining weaknesses, and 
to promote enhanced performance throughout the Office of Nuclear Power as ~a revilt 
of corrective actions initiated for findings identified by the Employee Concerns Task 
Group.  

The results of issue evaluations have been published in a series of 19 subcategory 
reports and 32 Sequoyah element reports. This category report summarizes the 
information contained in the subcategory and element reports and assesses the 
cumulative findings. A list of the 52 reports that comprise the total Construction 
Category report product is included as Appendix A, Construction Category Table of 
Reports.  

1.1 Evaluator Qualiflcadoius 

Evaluations and subsequent analyses of findings in the construction category were 
performed by a team of trained evaluators under the direction of the Category 
Evaluation Group Head. The Group Head is a TVA manager with 17 years of 
experience in the construction phase and related areas that comprise this category.



Bvalratios were performed by a team of 35 TVA employees and managers along 
with two consulting engineers with nuclear mstry experience. The TVA team 
members had been auocdted with the utear construction organiation or with 
other Office of Nucldear Pwer aoigaions.  

Total work experience of all the team members exceeds 475 years for an average 
of 12 pis years per member. The TVA work experience of the TVA team 
members exceeds 345 years for an average of approxmately 10 years per member.  

A list of members of the Construction Category Evaluation Group, with a brief 
description of the work experience of each, is included as Appendix B, Evaluator 
Profiles.  

L2 EvalutaiMProces 

L.1 Genral MdhdIology 

The starting point of evaluations in the Construction category was with the 
575 employee concerns assigned to the category. Before any evaluation 
began, the concerns were sorted into 19 subcategories, according to the 
subject matter of the concerns (eg, concrete, mechanical, and cable).  

Within each subcategory, concerns were further divided into elements.  
An element is a group of related concerns, i.e., concerns that raise the 
same or similar issues. An element, then, consists of one or more closely 
related issues. Issues are alleged problems cited in one or more concerns.  

Evaluations of individual concerns were conducted at the element/issue 
leve. The results of element evaluations were reported and analyzed in a 
series of 19 subcategory reports; subcategory findings were then combined 
and evaluated to produce the overall evaluation of the Construction 
category, as presented in this report. Each step of the evaluation process 
is explained below.  

U2.2 Elramut valhuatio Proess 

Evaluatidons were performed and documented in accordance with an 
approved Construction Category Evaluation Plan by personnel who had 
successhly completed the approved Evaluator Training Program.  

The evaluston reviewed applicable baseline requirements documents 
(e.g, regulations, technical specifications), implementing procedures and 
instructions, relevant documents of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
and investigation reports on concerns that had been previously



if ipuated by other aganitii They inaterviewed personnel who bad 
n-owRd'Mi of or r ponibiitSy fhr ite being evaluated, visually 
ht plant systam and ampoet and researched relevant 

historical deta such a mntennce records and surveillans 
dcmnemntatn.  

Imues that were determined to be generically applicable to additional 
plants er ealuated at those plants. Similarly, issues with implied 
applicability to other structures, am poents, or processes within a plant 
were evaluated accordingly.  

Findins requiring action were reviewed with responible line man rs 
who developed corrective action plan to resolve the identified problems.  
Corrective action plans were then submitted to the Group Head and 
evaluators for concurrence.  

Element reports were published to document the results of evaluations of 
those issues directly affecting Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. All element 
evaluations are included in subcategory reports.  

123 S.b ia ry Ealuatr ProFrrC 

Subcategory reports contain the results of the element evaluations 
(fncuding corrective actions, causes, and significance for substantiated 
issues). Every concern assigned to the Construction category was 
addressed, either individually or as part of an issue evaluation, in one of 
the 19 Costruction subcategpry reports.  

Problems identified through the element evaluations were systematically 
analyzed to determine the immediae causes and to detect symptoms of 
underlying root causes. Probleam identified through this root cause 
analysis were referred to the responsible managers for preparation of 
corrective action plans.  

14 Category Evalaoties Proems 

At the category level, the negative findings, or weaknesses, identified at 
the subcategory level were analyzed for important patterns that might not 
have been apparent when the subcategories were examined individually.  
This analysis identified programmatic weaknesses and strengths and 
determined the perceived root causes of the weaknesses. Findings 
requiring action were referred to the responsible organizations for 
preparation of corrective action plans where applicable.

__
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ThIs sectioo n am a brief descripion of each of the 19 isbchegries that prie 
the C MaOtructio ca earry. ies of the subcaeory reports re moained ia 
AppearikC Sib=catefy Report «erws 

The Soiks Abcatef y addresses iPes ac cerming the maFria nlF a md ed aned in 
ackfiopl rioma dring tae acontrctio phae. At Watts Bar, qeaia were aised 

in repid to the abiity of the brier treaches to perform their desinped faction, whi 
is to protect the so supptng the EsKential Ra Coolig Warer intake pipe fiteos 
outflor during a seiaic event Other Wa Bar as concerned the adequacy of the 
Eaential Raw Cooing Water pipeline akfil, the north valve room burBS, the 
cooing towr blowdown pipeline barkfl the fiGlig of a sinkhole, and tlow venCn 
wase holding pond dike coosruction. The loe Seqoyabh ue coacerned the plaed 
construction of the Dry Active Waste Bilding on a site that had been filled with 
random materials left omer from various excaation and backfill operation The 
cocern was that the soil might not be adequate and could cause uneven setling of the 
building

The Concrete subcateory addresses issues pertaining to cocrete mixes concrete 
placement, types of concrete placed, and post-placeme- condition. Fourtee issues 
were addressed with ten applying to Watts Bar, three to Bellefonte, and one to the now 
canceled Hartsvile site. The ten Watts Br issues concerned water content and lift 
thicdmesss being exceeded, substandard concre, cracks in concrete, foreign 
object/debris embedded in concrete, improper surface preparation, broken concre 
edges, the validity of a Nonconformance Report and associated corrective actions 
related to concrete mortar patches, inappropriately used epoxy mortar, concrete 

ompremive strength test commitments not being met, and poor concrete pour 
practice The three Bellefonte isnes concerned alegation that welding mauhines 
were embedded in concrete, improper concrete curing, and substandard concrete. The 
lone Hartsvlle issue alleged that lime (used to control algae on concrete) was not 
removed before placement of concrete walls on existing slabs.  

The Protective Coatings subcategory addresses seven issues about the coatings and 
paints used on some floors, walls, and welds to reduce corrosion or to aid in 
decontamination of surfaces that could be subject to radioactive contamination. In 
general, the issues concerned the quality of applications, maintenance and repair of 
deteriorating coatings, use of proper materials, and failure to coat some welds.
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ontrol pmlucb and handsmwitcbhes were applicable to Watts Bar only, while the junction box 
ime was evaluated at all four nuclear sites.
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3.1 haqu Vd m C udeve Adins 

The im iie fauuip of t 19 ubcategries we essed for prognmnmaic 
a» s that car d or amrimuaed to identified deficienie Jdgment were 

then made as to the crrentatu of these proans, ie. the extent to which the 
weafcn es had been or were being addreed by the Nuclear Performace Plan 
and othe rperfmance rantunement programs and wbetb additioI correcve 
action mnded 

3.L1 DWip n mn.al Sh IVmplmtMisn 

Design output documents provided to thic jies did not always contain 
timely, accurate, and onaplee requiremas. Changes in upper-tier 
criteria and vendor information were not consistendy incorporated into 
design output docmen and, subsequently into site implementing 
procedures Some procedures therefore did not fully specify the 
appropriate storage, handling and installation requirements of some 
material and components Also procedure compliance and enforcement 
at the branch and site levels were not always satisfactory. The 
organiaional structure existing at the time was not conducive to good 
co uniarcaion and coopeation among organizations; therefore, the 
deficiencies were not expeditiously resolved.  

A review of the Nuclear Performance Plan, specifically section IV.B, 
"Consolidation of TVA's Nucldear Organization," and section VLE.4, 
"Improvements in the Control of Design Changes and Plant 
Modifications," provides assurance that TVA has identified the actions 
necesary to correct many of the factors that contributed to deficiencies in 
design documentation and site implementation The construction 
category has identified the need and the line has provided corrective 
actions for the specific deficiencies resulting from individual issues. In 
addition, the ECSP Engineering category has also identified corrective 
actions on a much broader and detailed scope to address the design 
documentation and site implementation problems as outlined in Category 
Report 20000, section 3.1 - Summary, section 31 - Root Causes and 
Resolutions, and section 33 - Category Level Corrective Actions. The 
present controlled pace of design and construction activity should allow 
time to improve overall performance in these areas.  

Specific procedure deficiencies found during issue evaluations have been 
corrected through the Corrective Action Tracking Document process at 
the subcategory level. Programmatic weaknesses in the procedure system 
can be corrected by actions described in the Nuclear Performance Plan's
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Th Nuclear Prformane Plan ia sction VIC, "mproving Munwgemen 
Sytem i ad Controls" props some broad actions to improve 
performance in this area. Sectonm 2, "Maagemeat Development," 
ad section IV.E3, "Nuclear Trni decr actions to impro overal 
training soe of which ae already been coaaleted, ininding elevation 
of the training orgniEzatin to a diiion leel corporate function.  

Additional in vemen s in wora control suen are expeCed to relt 
from current work o the Nucdear Roodriwes Sysr , which wii control 
organiuraiio insterfaces thiro Offie of Nudar Power stadards. As 
soon as the standard are compleed, they will he impiemnetd thrwogh 
the Nuclear Costruction Progra ManaL Division level procedures will 
be written to provide stanudndantiom and imnproveient of the 
construction and ndficaation work control propam. Some difference 
may exist bWeht the sies but only those that wre due to site specific 
rquirement 

Wants Bar had previously initiated a comprehensive overhaul of the work 
control system but had not induder a performance monitoring system. As 
a result of the evaluations, Watts Bar has coamitted to develop and 
implement a p.ocedure for monitoring and trending the work control 
program. The new program, when fully implemented, should substantially 
improve work control performance at Watts Bar.
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proement obfectihe. Tbhus, the fafiuM and aenm ent made by the 
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A new Caodiion Adverse to Quality Report procedure was publised in 
November 196, in the Nudcear Quaity Asrance Manual, prt I, section 
2.16. The new procedure f__olidac the previous multiple prograa 
into a single program and cearly specifies the responsibiiies and 
equireaents for doanmenting and resolving conditions adverse to quality.  

However, a detailed review of the new procedure revealed some areas 
that needed improemenLt They were as follows: 

* The sequence of report processing steps did not place root cause 
analysis before the generic implicaioons review and determination of 
rearc= prevention action 

* The procedure did not require a root cause analysis, generic 
implications review, or recurrence prevention analysis for a condition 
classed as non-significant.  

* There was no provision for automatic review of "not-applicable" 
enaricimplications determinntin.  

* There was no provision that would ensure coordination of recurrence 
prevention actions among affected organizations.  

* There was no provision that would ensure assignment of generic 
implications review responsibility to the appropriate level as 
determined by the scope of the condition.
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32 a". Cms.  

An important objective throughout the Coastruction category evaluation process 
has been to identify causes of weamknees so that action could be taken to 
diminar the weaknesses and improve overan performance. At the element level, 
the proirmnte, or nearest cases of specific problens were identified and actions 
were initiated t corret and prevent recurree of the specific problems.  

Root cause analysis at the subcategory level searched for underlying causes that 
brought about or helped bring about undesirable results. Causative conditions 
identified through subcategory roo cause analysis were referred to responsible 
line managers for recurrence prevention actio.  

At the category level, the perceived root causes derived from subcategory 
evaluations were collectively assessed for higher level root causes The root 
causes identified through category level analysis are those underlying condition, 
events, or crcunmtances that ultiman y caused programmatic weabnesses to occur 
or permitted them to remain uncorrected.  

The conditions discused in the following paragraphs were judged to have been 
reponsible for the programmatic and technical deficiencies identified in the 
Construction category. It is significant that these conditions had been recognized 
by the Manager of Nuclear Power as detrimental to the nuclear program and 
major improvements had been planned and were underway before the Employee 
Concerns Special Program was implemented.  

TVA's massive nuclear constn. :ion program, and the attendant rapid expansion 
of the work force, created the need for a greater number of experienced managers 
and supervisors than was available within TVA. The available qualified personnel 
were spread thinly throughout the nuclear organization and hundreds of new 
managers were appoi lted. Many of these new managers had neithc;r the



managerial nor the nuclear power plait experience to effectively fulfill their new 
reposiiltisand IVA programs did not develop the needed managerial 

Furheinoe~the decision to decentralize the nuclear ogizion in the early 
196(s came at a time when cohesion, not Framnain, was most needed.  
Unprepard manages, without benefit of adequat training or development 
p ngiamm, wee placed in an atmosphere of ambiguous lines of authority, 
ill-defined rsoibitand virtually no individual accountability. Functional 

V iatm pe autonoouly, often in competition wi-h each other, with 
no unified sneof purpose. corporate m agemet was slow in recognizing the 
weaknesses in the nuclear program, thereby delaying the initiation of corrective 
action.  

'IA is providing effective maaeetof its nuclear activities through the 
combination of hiring, development, and retention of experienced nucle2; 
managers, and the use of loaned managers. Section III of the Nuclear 
Performance Plan, Miring, Development, and Retention of Experienced Nuclear 
Managers," describes WA's short-term and long-term efforts to provide 
exper ienced managers for its nuclear activities.  

WVA has restructured its nuclear organization to centralize responsibility and 
authority under the Manager of Nuclear Power. Within the Office of Nuclear 
Power, a new organizational structure has been implemented and position 
descriptions have been developed to provide centralized direction and control of 
nuclear activities. A description of this restructuring and the new organization is 

prvddin the Nuclear Performance Plan's Section IV, "Restructuring of TVA's 
Organization.! 

In Section IV.C of the Nuclear Performance Plan, WVA recognized the need for 
instituting accountblity for work performed within discrete functional are-as.  
Each of the nuclear heduresdepartments created by organizational 
restructuring has been assigned responsibility for discrete functions. Each 
department's responsibility includes developing programs and standards, 

pr'ding technical direction, and providing technical support for activities within 
its functionil area The director or manager of each department and the line 
managers within each department are accountable for the technical adequacy of 
activities within their respective functional areas.  

Actions described in the Nucl,:ar Performance Plan, as previously discussed, are 
the actions necessary to promote cooperation among groups. The new 
organizational structure, and the resulting emphasis on responsibility and 
accountability, will create an environment that demands interaction throughout 
the nuclear organization. However, fully effective communication, cooperation,



and oardinatin can be achieved only through teamwork. Management has the 
ppoartunity to ensure a pifrit of temwork by fulflling the commitments made in 

the Nuclear Performance Plan



4A CONCLUSION

The CosrcinCategory Evaluation Group evaluated 119 issues raised by 575 
employee concerns and 28 peri~ieral issues identified by evaluators. These issues 
addressed a variety of functional areas throughout the entire spectrum of nuclear plant 

consrucionand related activities.  

Nuclear construction activities, in most of the areas evaluated, were adequately 
performed. Some technical problems were found and some programmatic weaknesses 
were identified. Howeve, these have been or are being evaluated and corrected.  

Approximately half of the issue evaluations did not identify problems requiring 
corrective action. The employees who raised those issues may have misperceived what 
they saw or simply disagreed with some policies or procedures.  

Of the problems that were identified by concerns, many had already been detected 
through n~ther means and corrective actions were underway or completed. Conversely, 
some concerns helped to identify previously unrecognized problems and brought about 
actions that will enhance several programs.  

Some technical discrepancies that potentially could have affected plant safety were 
identified in the areas of electrical cable and flexible conduit installations, 
instrumentation design and installation, and design calculations for anchorages and 
hanger installations. Each of these areas is being evaluated through walkdowns, 
analyses, and testing, and corrected by modifications where required.  

The Construction Category Evaluation Group issued 242 Corrective Action Tracking 
Documents addressing technical and programmatic issues. A large majority of the 
actions were to improve. already existing programs, correct documentation 
discrepancies, improve procedures, or track previously initiated actions. These specific 
actions and the actions outlined in the ECSP Engineering Categcry Report 20000 and 
Quality Assurance Category Report 80000, along with the sweeping program 
improvements outlined in the Nuclear Performance Plan, should significantly enhance 
performance, not only in construction activities, but throughout the nuclear 
organization. Identified negative findings that meet the restart criteria for Sequoyah 
and/or Browns Ferry Nuclear Plants have already been or will be corrected prior to the 
restart of the respective units. Those required for fuel load of Watts Bar and/or 
Bellefonte Nuclear Plants will be corrected prior to fuel load for those respective units.  

Management can help ensure the success of the nuclear program by following through 
on the corrective action plans that resulted from the Employfee Concerns Special 
Program and the commitments made in the Nuclear Performance Plan. Employees 
will then be convinced, through visible results, that the plans are being translatted into



action mand the promises are being kept. The TVA nuclear team spirit will he 
strengthened and real progress can be made toward the common goal safe, ficint 
and operating -nuclear plants



APPENDIX A 
CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY TABLE OF REPORTS 

Reports in the Construction Category comprise Volume 1 of the Employee Concerns 
Special Program Report of findings and Conclusions. Each of tLe 52 ieports within 
Volume I is identified with a Part number corresponding to its Employee Concerns Special 
Program report number.*

TMhKREPORT TYPE AND NUMBIER 

Cat"M Report ISM 

Subcategory Report 10100 
Element Report 10107-SON 

Subcategory Report 10200 

Subcategory Report I1M 
Element Report 10307-SQN 

Subcategory Report 10400 
*Element Report 11301-SQN

Calegory Summuar and Ctslnruons 

Soils 
Dry Active Waste Building Four datic 

Concrete 

Coatnu Mnd Paint 
Unna. 'u Welds

Embeds 
*Design of Plates

*Element 11301-SON, Design of Plates, was originally included in Subcatetoiy 10300, 
Anchorages. It was subsequently moved to Subcategory 10400, Embeds, as the Embeds 
Subcategory was expanded to include surface-mounted plates. Because Element Report 
11301-SON and several related documents had already been issued, the element number 
was not changed. However, the evaluation results for Element 11301-SON are contained in 
Subcategory Report 10400.

Subcategory Report 10500 
Element Report 10501-SON 
Element Report 10504-SON 
Element Report 10505-SON 

Subcategory Report 10600 
Element Report 10603-SON 

Subcategory Report 10700 
Element Report 10703-SON 

Subcategory Report 10800

Deterioration of Permanent Facilities 
Caulking 
Conduit 
Electrical Control Cabinets 

Bolting 
Bolting Material Compatibility 

Instrument Tubing 
Pending Equipment/Material 

Structural

PARU 

100 

19190 
10107 

10200 

10300 
10307 

10400 
10401

10500 
10501 
10504 
10505 

10600 
10603 

10700 
10703 

10800



10901
Cable 
Cable

IIIM 
11101 
11102 
11103 
11106 

II2M 
11202 
11203 

11206 

!1207 

11300 
11302 
11305 
11306 

1510@ 
15101 
15102 
15105 
15109 

15300 

17100 
17101 
17105 

17301 
17301 
17303 
17304 

191(0 
1910N

Sbcategory Report 1M0 
Element Report 10900-SQON 

Sbcatgeory Report 111M 
Element Report 11101-SON 
Element Report 11102-SQN 
Element Report 11103-SON 
Element Report 11 106-SON 

Sbcateguory r pott 112
Element Report 11202-SON 
Element Report 11203-SON 

Element Report 11206-SON 

Element Report 11207-SQN 

S-bcategory Report 1130 
Element Report 11302-SON 
Element Report 11305-SON 
Element RL ort 11306-SON 

Sabcategory Re,. wrt 15100 
Element Report i, 'O0-SON 
Element Report 15 ? -SON 
Element Report 151 -*SON 
Element Report 15109-30N 

Subcategory Report 15Al.  

SabcategDry Report 15300 

Sobcategory Report 17100 
Element Report 17i01-SON 
Element Report 17105-SON 

Subcateg (t Report 17300 
Element Report 173C1-SON 
Element Keport 17303-SON 
1lement Report 17304-SON 

Subcategory Report 19100 
E'ement Report 19101-SON

Haers/SNpports 
Contact Betv'een Dissimilar Metals 
Design Output 
Methods Used During TINta7'tion 
Hanger Inspection Du aL m'.ation 

Workplau/Work Co.o 
Craft Designed Hangers 
Poor Planning and Coord'nation 

Unauthorized Work/Undocumented 
Work 
Improper Installation 

Anchorages 
Design of Anchors 
Anchors Cut Off 
Testing of Anchors 

Damage/Costrction Control 
Floor Drains 
Electrical Penetrations 
Flex Hose Connections 
Instrumentation Tubing 

Hvssekeepi 

Construction Eqfpmnunt 

Mechanical 
Va 'es 
Pipe Fittings 

Instrument ULine lstallation 
I Jre Slope 
Camps 
Comoression Fitrin., 

Electrical Equipment 
Junction Boxes



s-e y sport 1 IM 
Element Report 19201-SQN 
Element Report 1f203-SQN

ism 
19201 
19203

Comdftw sd Cae Tn y 
Conduit 
Conduit Fittings

i



APPENDIX B 
EVALUATOR PROFILES 

The following are brief descriptions of the professional qualifications of the evaluators and 
other key personnel who assisted in the evaluation of the employee concerns within * * 
Construction Category.  

la&r T Howard ra21ynr rGmsp ar.Ehlt 

3. S. *n Civ Engineering. University of Kentucky. Over 17 years experience as a Civil 
constra ,ion engineer and manager, including 10 years as an engineer or manager in TVA's 
iudear construction organization.  

Martin RB- Bal EvBltuatnr 

B. A. in Mathematics, University of ihe South, and B. S. in Civil Engineering, Columbia 
University. Over eight ytars experience in design and scheduling activities with four years 
;n TVA's nuclear design organization ts a pipe support designer.  

graid I - &acr EFaliator RC=n W&r-t 

B. S. in Mechanical Engineering, Tennessee Technological University. Over 18 years 
experience in the design and operations of power generating facilities. Has served in several 
capacities in TVA's nuclear program during the past 13 years.  

Hugh F Bate& Jr RepCrt Writer Peer Reviewer 

B. S. in Civil Engineering. Georgia Institute of Technology. Over 29 years experience with 
TVA's overall construction program as an engineer and manager.  

Iflr^ F aebrhn- Rgprt Writer. Peer Reviewer 

B. S. in Civil Engineering. University of Tennessee, eight-plus years experience in TVA's 
nuclear construction and quality assurance program as an engineer and manager. Has 
served as a Quality Manager at Bellefonte for the past three years.  

Doujiam R- Brwn Report Writer- Peer Reviewer 

B. S. in Civil Engineering. University of Tennessee. Over 13 years of experiknce in the 
design and construction programs of TVA's nuclear program as an engineer. Has served as 

a technical supervisor in various aspects of the construction program for the past nine years.



B S. in Electrical Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over six years experience in 

TVA's nuclear design and operations organizations v an engineer. Served as a contract 
administratorequipment qualification specialist in TVA's Electrical Engineering Branch for 

our years.  

Jack lIlnt ».El.or. Report Writmr At-s Reviewer 

B. S. in Mechanical Engineering, Tennesee Technological University. Over seven years 

experience in TVA's nuclear operations program as an engineer or engineering aide.  
Served as a preoperational test director at Watts Bar for past three years.  

John R ampbelL Ervaluntar 

Over 16 years 0f experience in TVA's design and construction organizations. Served as a 

group leader/manager over electrical and maintenance/receivi-ig inspection units f r the 
past nine years in TVA's nuclear construction organization.  

Jamt A- Chny. Evyaluatnr. Reprt Writer. Peer Reviewer 

Associate of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology, Roane State Community 
College. Over five years experience in TVA's Nuclear Construction Organization. Served 
as an engineering aide and as an engineering associate.  

UI M Clemmer ITI Evalnatnr. Report Writer 

B. S. in Mechanical Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over three years experience in 
TVA's nuclear design organization as a support design engineer.  

John S Craia- Evalnuator Report Writer 

B. S. in Electrical Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over 14 years experience in TVA's 
nuclear design organization as an instrumentation and controls engineer/technical group 
leader.  

IJulie rmmer Evaluator R=prt Writer 

B. S. in Civil Engineering, Clemson University. Over six years experience in TVA's nuclear 
construction organization as a project controls engineer/manager. Served as liaison between 
design and construction organizations for scheduling of construction activities and on 
nuclear licensing commitments.

Rnhert M Brmwn EPl.tnr Report Writer. Peer Reviewer



S&S in Mechanical Engineering, University of Missouri, B. S. in Aeronautical Engineering.  
Tri-State University. Over 12 years experience in fabrication and construction activities as 
an engineer. Served as a preoperational test coordinator in TVA's Watts Bar operations 
organization for the past nine years.  

Jim=my Henard Evaluatnr 

Over 15 years experience in TVA's nuclear construction organization. Served as a craft 
manager and as a Labor General Foreman/Superintendent for past 11 years at several TVA 
nuclear sites.  

Gfuy R Huff LEluatnr Reprt Writer 

Ove- 19 years experience in industrial engineering applications in manufacturing/ 
construction activities. Served as a Construction Management Assistant in TVA's nuclear 
construction c pganization as an industrial engineer for the past six years.  

Jadt L Johnsn & Evaluatgr RWort Writcr 

Over nine years experience in T'A's n iclear operations and construction organizations as a 
construction engineerirg associate.  

Robert M Jnhnson. Evluatnor Report Writer 

Over 16 years experience in power generating facilities. Served in various positions in the 
engineering, construction, and quality assurance areas at three nuclear and two f ssil power 
generation plants. Served as a consultant to TVA from Stone and Webster Corporation.  

Jimmit a W. Joy I= Evalnatr 

Over 11 years experience in TVA's nuclear construction organization as an engineering 
associate. Served as a surveyor and in other capacities in the Civil Engineering Units at 
several TVA nuclear sites.  

Henrv W Iaftis Evanatr..REport Writer- Per Rviewer 

B. S. in Aerospace Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over 11 years of experience in 
TVA's nuclear construction organization as an engineer and manager. Served as a technical 
group leader or unit supervisor in the Mechanical Engineering or Inspection Units at three 
TVA nuclear sites.

Ch. A. Evalufltm- R- MWt Writer Peer Revi»mer



B. S. in Mechanical Engineering, Memphis State University. Over 12 years experience in 
TVA's nuclear construction organization as an engineer and manager. Served as a technical 
group leader or unit supervisor in the Mechanical Engineering Unit at two TVA nuclear 
sites.  

Mrhlrs A Manning Evalianr. Ro~rt. Writer Peer Reviewer 

Associate Degree in Mechanical Engineering. Chattanooga State Technical Comn'inity 
College. Over 12 years experience in TVA's nuclear construction organization as a 
construction engineering associate. Served as a system engineer for NSSS piping systems 
and equipment Served as group leader responsible for developing piping support 
isometrics for all safety-related small bore piping systems at two TVA nuclear sites.  

Martha S- Martin. rategpry rwrmp Head (May 1986 to Auigust 12M) 

B. S. in Electrical Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over seven years experience in 
various TVA nuclear organizations as an engineer and manager. Served in nuclear quality, 
nuclear safety, and nuclear licensing activities during the majority of the seven years.  

Ernest C- MrDnnaW. Evahitnr. Report Writer 

A. B. in Chemistry, Pittsburg State University. Over 48 years experience in the 
manufacture, technical development, application, and inspection of paint and protective 
coatings. Served as a technical group leader in architectural coatings in WVA'., nuclear 
design organization for the past 10 years.  

Donald R Nirnn E.valuatnr- Report Writer. Peer Reviewer 

Associate Degree in Business Administration, Northeast Alabama State Junior College.  
Over 15 years of experience in IVA's nuclear construction organization in concrete and 
soils quality control activities. Served as a unit supervisor for five quality control units at 
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant for the past six years.  

William R. Norris Evaluator 

B. S. in Civil Engineering. Auburn University. Over 14 years experience in construction 
related activities as an engineer and manager. Served in various positions including the 
Civil Engineering Unit supervisor at Bellefonte Nuclear Plant during the past 11 years.
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Over 17 years experience in fabrication and construction activities as a sheetmetal craftsman 
and engineering associate. Served as an engineering associate in a hanger engineering unit 
at two TVA nuear sites during the past nine years.  

Gary L ramonld iVrlatur leport Writer Peer Reviewer 

Associate in Science, Northeast Alabama State Junior College. Over 12 years in TVA's 
uclear constructiedon organization as an associate engineer. Served as a staff documentation 

coordinator in the Hanger Engineering Unit during the past seven years.  

Michbal UC Rudlaphi. ateg=r Group H Ha fFChInar 1986 thmough May 186) 

B. S. and M. S. in Civil Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over 16 years experience in 
the design and construction programs of several nuclear utilities as an engineer and 
manager. Served as a project/construction manager for more than seven years at two TVA 
nuclear sites.  

Jamns R Rul«Pl, Evaluator Report Reviewer 

B. S. in Industrial Engineering, University of Tennessee. Over 14 years experience as an 
industrial engineer in manufacturing and construction applications. Served as an industrial 
engineer in TVA's nuclear construction organization during the past seven years.  

Margaret E SremlekiL Evaluator. Peer Reviewer. Rport Writer 

B. S. in Chemical Engineering. Tennessee Technological University. Over six years in 
TVA's nuclear operations organization as a chemical engineer and in preoperational testing 
activities.  

David F Sheltnn Evaluator 

B. S. in Business Administration, University of Montevallo. Over 17 years experience as a 
boilermaker craftsman and craft manager in TVA's nuclear construction organization.  
Served as a craft manager at Bellefonte for the past nine years.  

Michael B Shirey valuator R npart Writer 

B. S. in Civil Engineering. Auburn University. Over four years experience in TVA's nuclear 
construction organization as an engineer in the Bellefonte Hanger Engineering Unit.
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BL <.lA u «hitnr Pnrt aWriter

B. S. in Ovh Engineering West Virginia Institute of Technology. Over six years experience 
a an engneer in TVA's muclear construction organization in the Watts Bar Hanger and 
Instrumentation Engineering Units.  

WIfiifm M StnnI iI LFul..twr Rwnwrt Writer 

B. S. in Engineering, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Over six years experience in 
TVA's nuclear operations organization as an engineer in preoperational testing and 
instrument maintenance groups.  

Wallac ISynAM Rapnrt Writer. tl Reviewer 

B. S. in Electrical Engineering, University of North Dakota. Over 22 years experience in 
the nuclear construction industry as an electrical engineer and manager. Served as a 
consultant to TVA from Daniel Construction Company.  

lmwr R Wrthy- Evalulatnr Rgmrt Writer 

Associate in Mechanical Engineering Technology, State Technical Institute in Knoxville.  
Over five years experience in TVA's nuclear design organization as a Nuclear Licensing 
engineering associate.



APPENDIX C 
SUBCATEGORY REPORT OVERVIEWS 

The Soils subcategory addresses issues concerning the materials and methods used in 
backfill operations during the construction phase. At Watts Bar, questions were raised in 
regard to the ability of the barrier trenches to perform their designed function, which is to 
protect the soil supporting the Essential Raw Cooling Water intake pipeline from outflow 
during a seismic event Other Watts Bar issues concerned the adequacy of the Essential 
Raw Cooling Water pipelines backfill, the north valve room backfill, the cooling tower 
blowdown pipeline backfill, the filling of a sinkhole, and low volume waste holding pond 
dike construction. The lone Sequoyah issue concerned the planned construction of the Dry 
Active Waste Building on a site that had been filled with random materials left over from 
various excavation and backfill operations. The concern was that the soil might not be 
adequate and cruld cause uneven settling of the building. The issues were all found to be 
either not factual, factual but not a problem, or factual but previously corrected.  

Evaluation of the barrier trenches found that proper materials were used, construction 
methods were correct, and the trenches are functionally and structurally sound. This finding 
was corroborated by an outside consultant, Robert L Cloud Associates, Inc., who conducted 
an independent engineering review.  

Evaluation of the other Watts Bar issues found that backfill materials were correctly used, 
placed, inspected, and documented in accordance with drawings, specifications, and 
procedures. The sinkhole in question had already been identified and evaluated by site civil 
engineering. The cause had been determined and eliminated and the hole had been 
excavated and refilled with crushed stone prior to the employee concern evaluation.  

As a result of a previous evaluation of the employee concern at Sequoyah, the soil structure 
in the foundation area had been evaluated before construction of the Dry Active Waste 
Building began. The foundation area had been excavated, backfilled with crushed stone 
material, and compacted as a result of that evaluation.  

Sabefata y 1020a - Cmnate 

The Concrete subcategory addresses issues pertaining to concrete mixes, concrete 
placement, types of concrete placed, and post-placemer' .onditio i of concrete. Fourteen 
issues were addressed with ten applying to Watts Bar, three to Bellefonte, and one to the 
now canceled Hartsville site. The ten Watts Bar i%«'^cs concerned water content and lift 
thicknesses being exceeded, subsi-4',id concrete, cracks in concrete, foreign objects/debris 
embedded in concrete, improper surface preparation, broken concrete edges, the validity of 
a Nonconformance Report and associated corrective actions related to concrete mortar



patches, inaproriately used epoxy mortar, concrete compressive strength test 
commitmnents not being met, and poor concrete pour practices. The three Beliefonte iues 
concerned allegations of welding machines embedded in concrete, improper concrete 
cing, and substandard concrete. The lone Hartsville issue alleged that lime (used to 
control algae on concrete) was not removed before placement of concrete walls on existing 
slabs. Of the 14 issues evaluated in this subcategory, four were found to be factual. None of 
these represented conditions adverse to quality, however. Needed corrective actions bad 
already been taken or the condition did not pose a problem.  

The issues pertinent to Watts Bar and Bellefonte were all safety-related but were found to 
be either not factual, factual but not a problem, or factual but previously corrected.  

The evauation found that concrete compressive strength test results were below standards 
more frequently than was allowed by the specification at Watts Bar and Sequoyah and the 
sampling frequencies were not always in aimpliance with the specifications at Watts Bar.  
Also, bedding mortar was sometimes improperly used and lacked procedural control at 
Watts Bar.  

T1he Division of Nuclear Construction initiated Nonconformance Reports on the above 
conditions. The conditions were determined to be significant, resulting in subsequent 
initiation of Significant Condition Reports. However, comprehensive in-place testing and 
design evaluations have proven the in-place concrete to be acceptable. Independent 
consultants (Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.) corroborated these findings.  

One side issue surfaced that required a review of the use of epoxy mortar in areas where 
temperatures may exceed 1200F. A review of Watts Bar pour cards and .-ierviews with 
knowledgeable personnel identified instances of such use. Corrective actiorta had been 
assigned to correct these problems.  

Snbestego I00 otn n an 

T1he Protective Coatings subcategory addresses seven issues concerning the coatings and 
paints used on some floors, walls, and welds to reduce corrosion or to aid in 
decontamination of surfaces that could be subject to radioactive contamination. In general, 
the issues concerned the quality of applications, maintenance and repair of deteriorating 
coatings, use of proper materials, and failure to coat some welds. Five of the seven issues 
were determined to be valid, with four issues requiring corrective action.  

Evaluators found some areas where coatings were in need of repair due to cracking or loss 
of adhesion. Final coats were often too thick, which caused cracking. In some cases, 
surfaces were inadequately prepared, especially between coats, resulting in loss of adhesion.  
Corrosion of some uncoated welds was also observed.



Excessive thicknesses were caused primarily by misinterpretation of a thickness chart in the 
general specification and lack of attention to detail on the part of painters and foremen.  
Lom of adhesion resulted from failure to follow preparation and application instructions.  
The failure to coat some welds was caused by misinterpretation of a drawing note at WBN.  

Some damaged coatings had been identified and repairs had been initiated or planned 
before this evaluation. Additionally, applicators and supervisors were being trained on the 
requirements and procedures governing application of protective coatings.  

Line management responses to evaluator recommendations indicated that work in progress 
and newly revised policies and procedures will provide adequate corrective action for the 
identified deficiencies. Steps are being taken to protect coatings from ongoing construction 
damage. Current procedures provide for adequate inspection of coatings and expeditious 
repair as necessary.  

Snh"tMM HUM I Emhids 

The Embeds subcategory addresses the design of embedded and surface mounted plates 
used to attach platforms, supports, and such to the walls, floors, and ceilings in concrete 
structures at all four TVA nuclear plants. The concerns raised issues related to errors, 
omissions, or incorrect assumptions discovered in previously approved design calculations 
during 1984 that were not corrected; noncompliance with NRC IE Bulletin 79-02 with 
respect to baseplate flexibility design considerations; undocumented loads on embedded 
plates; changes in design philosophy that allowed greater bolt loads for Unit 1 than for Unit 
2 at Watts Bar; procedure that permits engineering to approve attachment of "minor loads" 
to embedded plates based only on visual inspection; failure to reevaluate existing 
installations following a change in criteria for minimum spacing of anchor bolts from 
concrete edges; engineering approval of violations of minimum spacing criteria; the 
adequacy of "hollow" sounding embedded plates; and whether only one or two welded studs 
are supporting excessive loads on embedded plates that were originally designed to be 
spanned by surface mounted plates supported by cast-in-place anchors. Three of the seven 
issues were determined to be factual and required corrective action and the remaining four 
issues were factual but not a problem.  

The evaluation found that the issues involving bolt load allawables, min'-num spacing 
criteria change, engineering approval for exceptions to minimum spacing of attachments to 
embeds, and "hollow" sounding embedded plates were factually accurate but did not 
represent a problem or compromise the safe operation of the plant. The generic issue on 
allowable bolt loads and factors of safety concerning non-compliance with NRC Bulletin 
79-02 was identified as factual but TVA had identified and initiated corrective action to 
resolve these items before this evaluation, with the exception of a specific deficiency on the 
qualification and use of Rawl (brand name) self-drilling anchors at Sequoyah. A Condition 
Adverse to Quality Report has been initiated for this item.



Errors in design caculatios for pite loading were found at Watts Bar only and corrective 

acos were initiated as a result of the evaluation. Undocumented loads on embedded 

plates were found at ail plants. Condition Adverse to Quality Reports have been initiated to 

address these problems. The issue of visual approval of minor loads was not a problem at 

Sequoh but required corrective action at Watts Bar. The change in bolt load altowables 

was proven to be factual for Watts Bar only; however, what was described did not represent 

aproblem.  

The issue concerning embedded plates supported only by weled studs was mally 

accurate at Belefont. The original design of this feature included a surface mounted plate 

spanning the embedded plate and supported by cast-in-place threaded anchors. A Field 

ChangS Request to delete the surface mounted plates was approved on condition that outer 

nuts on the cast-In-place anchors be torqued to soug tight Torquing the nuts would place 

the loading on the cast-In-place anchors rather than on te welded studs. However, most of 

the nuts had not been installed, and those that were installed were not torqued.  

Corrective action had been initiated before this evmaluation to address the embedded plate 

designs for pipe supports. Actions already taken included sampling programs for all sites, 

which provideda 95 percent confidence level that less than five percent of the pipe supports 

may not meet the intent of Bulletin 79-02. Also design procedures had been revised to 

incorlrate the Bulletin requirements. Designers had been retrained and drawing notes 

and procedures had been revised to account for field fabrication and installation tolerances.  

Watts Bar had reviewed instrument, process pipe, and civil features attached to embedded 

items to ensure proper documentation existed.  

For Sequoyah, the qualification and use of the Rawl self-drilling anchors has resulted in a 

Condition Adverse to Quality Report being initiated. The issues involving minimum 

spacing criteria changes, exemptions to minimum plate attachment spacing requirements, 

and "hollow' sounding embedded plates did not require corrective action. Regeneration of 

the 5600 (approximate) lost or destroyed calculation packages prior to unit 2 restart will 

serve to verify that baseplate flexibility has been considered in calculations for surface 

mounted baseplates using self-drilling anchors.  

For Bellefonte, a Nonconformance Report was initiated to document and correct the 

deficiency of missing or improperly installed nuts on threaded anchors and to evaluate plate 

integrity where a single welded stud is suspected of accepting the entire load on the plate.  

Condition Adverse to Quality Reports were initiated to address baseplate flexibility for 

cable tray supports and errors in design calculations for Watts Bar.  

Collectively, it was determined that NRC OIE Bulletin 79-02 has been open for eight years 

and remains open at Bellefonte, Browns Ferry, and Watts Bar. In addition, the regeneration 

of design calculation packages and the Rawl anchor issue are related items being addressed



by Sequoyah. The fact that Bulletin 79-02 remains open after so many years is at least partly 
attributable to the poor communication that has existed between TVA and the NRC with 
regard to the bulletin issues.  

The Deterioration of Permanent Facilities subcategory addresses issues associated with 
architectural features and installed components subject to deterioration during the 
construction phase. These items are mnged under the preventie maintenance programs 
for plant equipment and facilities. Eight issues were addressed concerning dust in vital 
electrical control cabinets, rusty conduit, indeterminate instrmentation mainenance 
requirements, rusty instrument air lines, deteriorated caulking at the Additional Diesel 
Generator Building at Sequoyah and Watts Bar, water in cable trays, debris in cable trays, 
and equipment components installed in an underground water source at Bellefonte. Four of 
eight issues were factual and required corrective action, one issue was factual but not a 
problem, and three issues were not factual.  

Modifications to eliminate dust in the Diesel Generator Building control cabinets at Watts 
Bar had been planned before the concern evaluation. Rusty conduit was determined to be a 
minor cosmetic problem at three of the four sites and required no corrective action. The 
instruments evaluated at Watts Bar were determined to have no apparent physical damage 
and were being maintained according to the controlling procedures developed through the 
preventive maintenance program. The issue concerning the rusty instrument air line proved 
to be factual, but the instrument air line in question had already been identified and 
replaced before the evaluation. Deteriorated caulking was found at Watts Bar but posed no 
safety-related problem.  

Water and debris were found in cable trays in manholes at Bellefonte but not in cable trays 
in the powerhouse. Water and debris in manholes had also been previously identified at the 
other three sites. Housekeeping and preventive maintenance procedures had been 
scheduled for revision to incorporate inspection requirements for manholes and cable trays.  
The Operations Category evaluated the cable trays in manholes issue at all four sites also.  
Their evaluation results were used to develop more detailed corrective action plans. These 
plans included: 

* Evaluate all class IE/CSSC cables and splices for fitness of duty.  

* Determine root cause of manhole flooding.  

* Determine corrective action to prevent recurrence at all four nuclear plants. This 
information is addressed in more detail in Operations Category Report 30000.



The Bolting snbey addrees e adequacy of boting aterial and boaed ingtarai.  
Three iss were evaluated: the use of caron steel bobs in staines steel comn 
such as pipe flans, valve boies and punmp casins; the adequacy of a borased waer tank 
blddown bolt asumbly and intallatin of a piping spool piece with only two bobs to hold 
it in place One issue wasctal requiring correctie t one issufe a ual but mt a 
proble and one issue was not factual 

At Beliefotre, the piping spool piece in qucasion was being instant and teprariy 
supported at the time the concern ws filed. A farther invirtig o by the e safety 
engineer several weeks later found that the spool piece was adequately boked in place as a 
result of normal on-ging constrction actvities, 

Investigation of the borated water tank bolddown bolt assemblies did not confirm the 
explicit concerns expressed. Appropriate materials were used and installation tolerances 
were met. However, a related issue involving the lack of Ouality Control Adomentain on 
the holddown assembly installation process was identified. These bolddown assemblies will 
be evaluated to ensure they are adequate.  

The use of carbon steel bolts in stainless steel bolted connections is a standard, acceptable 
practice in accordance with applicable codes and standards and is not a problem. Carbon 
steel and stainless steel are fully compatible. However, industry experience has been that, 
when joint leakage occurs in a borated water system, carbon steel bolts are susceptible to 
corrosion by boric acid. Through involvement with an Electric Power Research Institne 
project concerning bolted joint integrity, TVA had become aware of the corrosion potential 
in borated water systems. TVA will comprehensively review all bolted connections on the 
pressure boundary of borated water systems at Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Edleforte, 
determine those connections that require replacement of carbon steel bolts and replace 
them, and ensure that the design integrity of modified connections is not compromised.  
Carbon steel bolting will remain installed in those applications where it is either 
unnecessary or impractical to effect a bolting change-out.  

Sabratgnrwr 710 - Inat n TU abi 

The Instrument Tutung subcategory addresses five issues associated with tube bending 
equipment, configuration of Radiation Monitoring System tubing bends, and tubing 
materials; cleanliness of stainless tubing assemblies; venting of tubing assemblies before or 
during hydrostatic testing; routing of panel drain tubing, and instrumentation line 
installation practices. Two of the five issues were factual requiring corrective action, one 
issue was factual, but not a problem, and two issues were not factual.  

The bending issues were associated with the qualification, periodic inspection, and 
segregation of tube benders and the perception that defective copper tubing materials were 
being used at Watts Bar. The cleanliness issue was based on two employees' perceptions
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The troQingb e u P 'L-6 feoud that r pl Ud ai were incorrectly field r ed into a 
floor dra "qa that wa desigped to be a closed loop sysem forii waSer ir ie the 

ma oe r . The mde losp breach wa 1uadm1-i by a NOwI =fin -rIe Report.  
The dra in es were s 0qr pePl M Mrere oi open for drains as orginally desr ed.  

Review of the -adlnria crierui fr Fi tr at big praoed the isue comncernng 
sepri vioalionm eristiq in Wrns ie's Uni Two South Vale Room o be Tfr The 
Haarinm e Tr ai rqoired a field vamiin. by Egineerig to demi final 
accep abiity of -il a din.a It w Vo onr ded that die pre-eisting qir-ferences 
were Inaow durin lain ad the iu a ilatriao progfm required miraion at a later 
dac. As staed i the feard of the applicae Wegeerng specficarin, ailure to mieer 
tibe requireseas dd atecia riy an thaat pipe rplre requirezims wee violaed' 
The iwae deWaraid o be Kal but acorective action wa rrqiredR 

The Srual subca ry addreses eiht issues inovin iscellaneous ciil applications 
such as acop-reminaoy wal inanatiom, epuion joint seals and door instalrio 

Six Was Bar issues were raised by alegao that a concrete block wall had cavities in the 
marar joints a bole was iproperly made in the floor above the co-taminated-lanadry 
room; constrcon changes to the gatrhos were made on the basis of verbal approval and 
were not documented; expanion joint sals between the Reactor Building and Auxiliary 
Buildig (both onts) are leaky and could permit a radioactive pill to leak into the 
grounadrer systrem five doors not shown on design drawings were instared and not 
inspeted; and the Auxiliary Building Secondary Coarainment Envelope test (vacuum test 
on internal doors) was not valid because personnel sealed the doors with rags until 
accpance crieria could be met. Two issues raised at Bellefonte were that rebar and/or 
inmulation may have been omirrtted during concrete placeent for the Essenrial Raw Cooling 
Water pipe tunnels and tha inadequate metds were used to establish survey control 

Two of the eight issues wer factal and have been or are being corrected. The remaining 
six issues were not factual 

Evaluation of the Watts Bar issues revealed that the concrete block wall, the hole in the 
contaminated-laundry room ceiling, the gatehouse, and the five doors were properly 
installed documenedd (where required) and designed for their intended purposes. The 
leaky expansion joints had been identified and repaired before the employee concern 
evaluation. In regard to the vacuum testing of doors, rag and such were used only to 
pinp t leaks. Appropriate repairs were made and subsequent tests were valid.  
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At BeBfitfm , the sectionm of Em ial Rr Coo Waer pipeline in question was not 
ecaed in concree. was properly iined buried in imestoe sand or type A backfill 
p o a foot a alo the pipe, ad cored with a co rte sla, in accoance with the design 

bIheams s«r*y mo-n1 points had been previo-iy ierified and correctve actios bad 

been kiidaed. As era control poins ere identife other ergineering nits were 
offied to imestipa ialed fearaes in the naffeoed aeas ad tae neesay correctie 

actiom Any future depncies id tied wil be carereed by iming Noaminco rmaace 

Reprs.  

The Cable bcategory addresses a wide rang of enmpoyeeot creS abot the adequaci of 
cable inanar practi ssues were raised about improper puling, splicing, 
termToinr im.per1in, fireproofing, nmainrrrnanr and damage to cable imnlatrinL 

Eaati of the able ises revealed significant direpanes with the potential to impact 

plant safety. The discrepancies were in the area of cable pulling, splicing, terminations 
nprrt fiorepro-an,- and mamtinane 

A signifant indeterminate situation was identified with respec to the adequacy of installed 
cable Fngineering did not establish adequate crteria to control and/or calculate sidewall 
pressure, maximum pull tension, and minimum bend radius. Sites did not adhere to 
procedures governing pulling terminations, and maintenance of cable. Appropriate 
discrepancy reports have been isued which require engineering evaluation and verification 
of the adequacy of intaled cable and replacement of deficient cable. Completion of this 
action is required at each site before startup.  

Cable splicing was deficient in that incorrect connectors were referenced in the general 
specification. Also, splices in harsh environments using Raychem neat shrinkable material 
were not correctly installed Splices and terminations using Raychem products and 
completed before December 2, 1985 did not meet requirements as listed in drawings, the 
general specification, and the manufacturers's application gide. Deficient splices w=re 
corrected through field walkdowns and replacement where necessary. The general 
specification was revised to referencee the correct connectors.  

Deficient cable terminations were found where lugs designed for use with stranded wire 
were incorrectly used with solid conductor wire. These terminations were corrected by 
instaintg replacement lugs or soldering, as appropriate.  

Inadequate inspection of cable occurred when only one inspector was assigned to more lhan 
one cable pulling activity at the same time. Site procedures have been revised to prohibit 
inspection of more than one cable pull at a time.



E -ioamn of the fiepro g ime found that some cable coatings were applied thicker 
than recnamInded by the mann-fanrer, sharp instrum were sometimes used to remove 
cable coating procedures for breaching fire baries had discrepanies, and ampacity losses 
doe to cable coatings had not been determined and considered in the design process.  
Actions to correct procedural discrepmncies in controlling breaching of fire barriers were 
bein taken at WBN and SON, and corrective a hbad been completed prior to ECSP 
emnatirns at BFN and BLN. The effects of cable coating on ampacity were being 
evaluated and doam.rAd 

A discrepancy in cable maintenance was found where debris was able to enter conduits 
when covers were temporarily removed during constrctio and modification activities. Site 
procedures were revised to provide protection of cable when conduit covers are removed.  

The Hangers/Supports ubtegry addresses issues pertaining to the installation and 
documentation of cable trays, conduit, ducts, instrumentation, and pipe supports during the 
construction phase. Issues were raised about stainless steel pipe contacting carbon steel 
supports; the adequacy of some designs and design output documents; methods of installing 
hangers and supports; the condition of installed supports; the availability of craft training on 
specifications; and the adequacy of hanger inspection documentation. Two of the six issues 
were factual but not a problem, and the remaining four issues were factual and required 
corrective action 

The evaluation found several specific deficiencies that appeared to be isolated occurrences.  
However, three significant programmatic deficiencies were identified.  

Design output for hangers/supports displayed a number of deficiencies, including drawings 
that specified inconsistent support locations, procedures with incorrect bolt tightening 
requirements, poorly designed typical conduit supports, and lack of design control over field 
fabricated replacements for vendor supplied parts. These deficiencies indicate weaknesses 
in the design review program for hangers and supports.  

Vertical tube steel sections without cap plates were installed as components of 
bangers/supports in outdoor areas. These installatio-s could trap water and other debris 
and could become damaged during freeze/thaw cycles. The requirement for these cap 
plates should have been included in installation specifications, but no requirements existed.  
Belefonte identified the problem and corrected deficient installations. Watts Bar identified 
the problem and generated a Field Change Request for future installations. Past 
installations will be corrected in accordance with a nonconforming condition report for unit 
1. A walkdown of nontransferred areas in unit 2 was conducted and no problems were 
identified. Sequoyah did not identify the problem and no installations had been corrected.  
Once the problem was found at one site, design feedback should have resulted in complete 
corrective actions at all nuclear sites.
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Cnmrol of shock arrstors(subbers) required on design drawings was found to have overall 
progamm deatic iencies Snubber insullation and protection criteria should have been 
provided by design. The site organinati atempted to correct the deicences by revising 
ste procedures to inmude sunbber instalation and protection criteria and requirements 
However, the site organiSntx bad not been provided with all the vendor 
reco-.-mnd-- ancould not include them in the site procedures. Tbere should have 
been a cooperative effort between site organiations and design to provide an appropriate 
set of installation and e requirements 

Open-ended vertical tube steel sections located in outdoor areas at Sequoyah and Watts Bar 
that do not have cap plates we being identified and corrected. Engineering is evaluating the 
field fabricated replacements for vendor parts and performing the necessary calculations.  
Fnineering will identify to Constructio thosne ases that require rework or replacement 
Engineering review and resolution of snubber criteria deficiencies is being performed. A 
review of upper-tier documents, TVA General Construction Specifications, and Pacific 
Scientific Document Number 141 (Instruction Manual, Installation and Maintenance of 
Mechanical Shock Arrestors) is being iniuded. Appropriate criteria to govern snubbers 
will be issued to site organizations upon completion of this process. All four sites are 
reviewing site procedures for specific deficiencies identified in this subcategory.  

The Workplan/Work Control subcategory addresses the broad areas of administrative 
controls, work practices, and procedures governing construction work. Work Control issues 
were raised by allegations of improper work authorizations and undocumented work; 
craftsmen doing engineering work; poor work planning and coordination; inadequate 
verification of campleted work; inaccurate and incomplete work packages; and questionable 
engineering practices. Four of the seven issues evaluated were factual requiring corrective 
action, one issue was factual and not a problem, and two issues were not factual.  

At Sequoyah, discrepancies between fuse specifications on design drawings and fuses 
actually installed under a specific workplan were verified. However, corrective action had 
already been initiated as the result of a previous evaluation of the concern.  

At Bellefonte, it was found that most work packages were adequately planned. The 
controlling procedure was in need of revision and it was apparent that engineers responsible 
for preparing work packages needed to be better trained for the task. Bellefonte 
construction management committed to revise the procedure and develop a training module 
on work control and work implementation documents.  

Watts Bar work control systems were found to be deficient in several areas. Unauthorized 
and undocumented work occurred frequently and poor planning and coordination was a 
major deficiency in the Work Control Program. Work Control procedures were deficient 
because they did not contain specific guidelines on work package size or content. Large 
work packages were split between different crews, which caused work control difficulties.
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Some work paciag were incomplete or inaccurate when issued. Identified areas of 
unautborized and undocumented work have been documented on CAQRs that have already 
been or are being evaluated for any necessary corrective actions.  

Watts Bar coawntuction --- had recognizd sgnificant defincies in work control 
systems and bad initiated a major overhaul of the governing site procedure. The revised 
procedure corrected the deficiencies in work autborization and documentation2 planning 
and coordinatioa, and work package content and controL However, a significant 
programmatic weakness r1ir ', P Management bad not identified critical performance 
indicators for monitoring the effectiveness of the work control program. In response to this 
finding. Watts Bar construction committed to develop and implement a 
procedure titled "Surveillance of Critical Parameters mn Work Control. This new procedure 
wil provide for an initial representative sample of the work control program, using 
recognized statistical sampling methods. Following completion of the sample and 
resolution of any identified deficiencies, the procedure will be applied as needed to identify 
and evaluate adverse trends in the work control program.  

s Um ILMEtUIM -M 

The Anchorages subcategory addresses many topics dealing with concrete bolt anchors used 
to attach many different items to hardened concrete walls, floors, and ceilings in the 
buildings at all four nuclear sites. The issues were based on contentions that expansion type 
concrete anchors were inadequate for use at TVA nuclear plants, concrete and/or rebar had 
been damaged during the anchor installation process, and anchors had been physically 
altered in various ways to give the appearance of an acceptable installation. Also, concrete 
expansion type anchors allegedly had been incorrectly installed and tested and were allowed 
to rust and/or corrode after installation. Five of the six issues evaluated were factual 
requiring corrective action, and one issue was not factual.  

The evaluation revealed deficiencies in upper-tier design criteria and site procedures 
regarding the tightening of bolts installed in self-drilling expansion shell anchors. Concrete 
anchor bolt installation and inspection methodology frequently allowed bolt overtightening 
to occur and remain undetected. Sufficient training was not always given, especially at the 
craft level, on the applicable bolt tightening criteria.  

Upper-tier design criteria did not contain specific requirements to ensure anchor shells did 
not contact the base plate during proof loae 'sting. However, the necessary methodology 
to verify lack of contact between the an or shell and the base plate was a standard 
recognized practice at each nuclear plant.  

TVA's compliance with NRC OIE Bulletin 79-02 requirements was questioned with regard 
to the acceptability of anchors that had been incorrectly installed and cut off so they would 
appear acceptable. At Browns Ferry, major programs were in progress to address the 
requirements of Bulletin 79-02. Concrete anchor inspections were still being performed 
and deficient anchors were being replaced, repaired and/or qualified. At Watts Bar, the
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NRC was satisfied that WTVA's design verification work had provided reasonable assurance 
that there were no Bulletin 79-02 related safety concerns which would preclude issu of 
an operating license. However, the NRC required that a 100 percent review of all affected 
support calculations be performed to provide complete assurance that the requirements of 
Bulletin 79-02 are met for Watts Bar. At Bellefonte, field inspections have been completed 
for Bulletin 79-02 requirements- These inspection results have been transmitted to 

iering for evaluation. Due to schedule considerations and manpower assignments, 
this evaluation has not been completed.  

Collectively, it was determined that Bulletin 79-2 remains open at Watts Bar, Browns Ferry 
and Bellefonte eight years after initial issue. Poor amication between WTVA and the 
NRC contributed to this occurrence as well as TVA's attitude of justifying existing 
methodologyinstallatioans instead of making the changes necessary to satisfy buletin 
requiements.  

At Sequoyah, it was found that the cumulative effects of cut and/or damaged rebar had not 
been evaluated. Also, documentation for cut/damaged rebar in specific areas was found to 
be inadequate. However, this issue was being evaluated from a generic standpoint by the 
Engineering Category Evaluation Group. Therefore, no further evaluation was performed 
on this issue by the Construction category.  

Corrective actions had already been completed for the majority of the deficiencies and 
corrective actions were in progress on other identified deficiencies. For the deficiency on 
concrete anchor bolt tightening, the applicable upper-tier criteria was being revised to 
clarify and improve bolt installation and inspection criteria. Laboratory tests were to be 
performed to evaluate the effects of bolt overtightening on the anchor installations. Also, 
more comprehensive employee training programs were to be implemented. For the 
deficiency identified on anchor shells potentially contacting the base plate during proof load 
testing, the applicable upper-tier criteria was to be revised to specifically require pull tests 
before base plate installation whenever possible and to require shimming of the base plate 
when through-the-plate proof tests were performed. Also, the Division of Nuclear Quality 
Assurance will perform a review of documentation for existing installations to evaluate the 
conditron identified by this potential deficiency.  

SahCate or 1510. - Dama/Cfstrction Cautrol 

The Dam ge/Construction Control subcategory addresses ten issues concerning component 
damage d&ing the construction phase. Issues were raised concerning floor drains plugged 
by debris; sheet metal electrical penetration covers damaged from being walked on; 
electrical cabinets and open conduits watersoaked during pipe flushing activities; conduits 
exposed to extreme heat from nearby welding, possibly resulting in cable insulation damage; 
lack of protection of flex hose connections; potential damage to soft insulation that is 
frequently walked on; possible damage to electrical cables caused by p-rsonnel walking 
and/or placing tools and building material in cable trays; possible damage to installed
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psping; possible damage to instruments and instrument line tub ng; and possible damage to 

valves. Seven of the ten issues evaluated were factual requiring corrctivc action, one issue 

was factual but not a problem, and two issues were not factual 

All blocked floor drains had been corrected as a result of preoperational testing. One floor 

drain bad backed up due to a defective level alarm and transmitter in the sump. The sump 

level transmitters were scheduled to be replaced with a different type.  

Some damaged electrical penetration covers were found in the Watts Bar Unit 2 Reactor 

Building. The damage was documented and scheduled for repair.  

Two discolored spots found on conduit at Watts Bar could have been caused by nearby 

flame cutting. Tests of the cable inside one conduit did not indicate any insulation damage.  

Cable inside the other conduit was to be pulled back and inspected for insulation damage.  

A flexible conduit was found to have been damaged from what appeared to be improper 

grounding of a welding lead. The conduit was repaired by Mechanical Maintenance, and 

correct grounding of welding leads was re-emphasized at safety meetings.  

Electrical cabies and cible trays being left uncovered, being used as walkways, and being 

subjected to potential damage caused by welding operations were iactual at WBN and BLN.  

Poor cable-tray housekeeping had been noted by NRC and was being addressed prior to 

ECTG evaluation. No damaged cables were found during the evaluation that was the result 

of the poor housekeeping practices. The potential to damage cable by these abuses were 

corrected by retraining personnel on pertinent quality control procedures and on the proper 

protection of cables and cable trays during construction activities.  

Bellefonte pipe system flush status control was deficient due to inadequate procedures. The 

appropriate procedures have been revised.  

Instrument line danmotf has been a problem area requiring constant attention at Watts Bar 

and, to a lesser degree, at Bellefonte. Watts Bar has initiated several programs to minimize 

the amount of damage. These programs include caution signs, a new surveillanre program, 

additional protection for vulnerable lines, and communication with employees through 

safety bulletins, newsletters, and the Employee Involvement Program. At Bellefonte, the 

problem is minimal but has been given steady attention to further reduce instrument line 

damage. Construction management has communicated with employees ^.ough awareness 

bulletins, caution signs, and training sessions. Protective devices are used and periodic 

preventive maintenance walkdowns are being performed.  

Two valves at Watts Bar had been damaged by a pry bar used to operate them. The valves 

had been repaired and subsequent inspection found no indication of a nonconforming 

condition.
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The Hosekeeping subcategory addresses the day-to-day general cleanliness and 

mintewnane of permanent and temporary facilities. Issues were raised concerning the 

adequacy d housekeeping practices in permanent plant facilities, the possibility of dust 

from plant roads adversely affecting parts sto-ed in warehouses, and general deterioration of 

the temporary construction medical complex. One of the three issues evaluated was factual 

but not a problem, and two issues were not factual.  

Housekeeping in permanent plant facilities as I.:.. o he generally adequate and typical 

for a plant under construction Dust supprsion K ?-lant roads has been adequate. No 

evidence was found of dust having any adverse effei. -a equipment in warehouse storage. A 

leaky roof and deteriorated floor area in the Watts Bar Medical Offioc had been repaired 

before the employee concern evaluation.  

Sabatmary ism - Cstradie Ecampment 

The Construction Equipment subcategory evaluates construction equipment and tools and 

their use by construction personnel. Four issues were evaluated in thi! subcategory with all 

four being applicable to Watts Bar only. These tour iss ies pertained to unsigned 

construction scaffold inspection tags, adequacy of a compuite: systeli. availability and 

condition of construction hand tools, and allegedly poor maintenance ,nd condition of 

construction heavy equipment. Two of the four issues evaluated %cre factual requiring 

corrective action, and two issues were not factual.  

Although at times there were eq...mnent shortages and some pircedural breakdowns, they 

were matters to be expected during the construction p'lase. Problems were corrected, wien 

found, by more emphasis being placed on the problems by site management. However, 

recommended corrective actions to strengthen the scaffold tagging program were provided 

to Watts Bar site management The use of a scaffold "hold" tag was implemented into the 

scaffolding erection and inspection requirements so that a scaffold would not be removed 

prematurely.  

Sbctiraffy 1710 - Mechanical 

The Mechanical subcategory addresses issues concerning the mechanical aspects of 

construction involving valves; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning; mechanical 

equipment; insulation; and piping.  

Issues were raised pertaining to a Class B valve that was installed in a Class A line, 

orientation and maintenance of Limitorque valve operators, hydrostatic testing of 

containment penetration vendor welds allegedly not properly performed, a perception that 

the Essential Raw Cooling Water system was designed to be stainless steel but was not
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constructed of stainless steel, and valves that were *rusty on the outside but okay on the 
inside'. Two of the six issues were factual requiring corrective action, three issues were 

factual but not a problem, and cat issue was not factual.  

A Significant Condition Report had documented (as a result of the employee concern) the 

issue of a Class B valve in a Class A line at Watts Bar. The valve was upgraded under an 

Engineering Change Notice by Kerotest, the vendor. A Class 1 ASME tag was placed on 

the valve.  

The issue regarding Limitorque (brand name) valve operators was found to be factual at 

Watts Bar and Bellefonte. Programs and procedures did not ensure that all preventive 
maintenance and storage requirements were met. A number of corrective actions were 

identified to address specific deficiencies. Generally, the sites will research applicable 

requirements documents and r'vise preventive maintenance programs as necessary to 

ensure that all applicable vendor and IVA requirements are identified and performed.  

The issue regarding improper hydrostatic testing of containment penetration vendor welds 

was factual and a problem at Watts Bar and also was potentially generic to all sites. This 

condition had been properly documented on a Nonconformance Report at Watts Bar. This 
evaluation found that neither Scquoyah nor Browns Ferry had addressed this potential 

condit in adverse to quality. A Nonconformance Report had been issued to document and 

ro.solve ihe issue of improper hydrostatic testing of containment penetration welds. This 

Noncnnformance Report had been dosed on a use-as-is i'asis. An additional 

Nonanformance Report had been issued to further dociment the dited problem at Watts 

Bar (both Nonconformance Reports had been generated before the employee concern). At 

the time of evaluation, the second Nonconformance Report was still open pending 

hydrostatic testing and proper documentation and agreement between TVA and the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission relative to the acceptability of the initial use-as-is 

disposition. Sequoyah, Browns Ferry, and Bellefonte had been notified of this potential 

condition adverse to quality; however, only Bellefonte had responded to the Potential 

Generic Condition Evaluation memorandums at the time of the evaluation.  

The issue that the Essential Raw Cooling Water system was designed as stainless steel but 

not constructed as such was found partially factual and a problem at Sequoyah. Sequoyah 

had implemented an Engineering Change Notice to change portions of the system piping 

inside the plant from carbon steel (as originally designed) to stainless steel because of 

corrosion problems. The change-out was performed on a piece-meal basis as outages and 

manpower permitted. The actual up-to-date status of the pipe change-out was not reflected 

on the design as-constructed drawings at the time of the ECTG evaluation. Division of 

Nuclear Engineering and Sequoyah Modifications were in the process of evaluating the 

as-constructed piping configuration of both units by walkdowns and analysis. Evaluation of 

the portion of pipe required for restart has been completed.
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The last issue was that Bellefonte construction employees did not have a means, such as the 
Maintenance Request, for initiating and tracking corrective maintenance of plant 
equipment. This side issue was developed as the result of a concern stating that some valves 
at Bellefonte were, *rusty on the outside but okay on the inside.' The exterior rust itself was 
found not to constitute a problem. Bellefonte had taken action to address the 
inconsistencies in their preventive maintenance programs by assigning the equipment 
preventive mitnceassessment responsibilities to the appropriate system engineer.  
Although this was a step in the right direction, it had hiot been completely implemented at 
the time of the evaluation, as documented by the deficiencies identified in the subcategory 
report.  

The Instrument line Installation subcategory addresses four issues concerning installation 
of the lines between termination points. The issues pertained to slope, compression fittings, 
damps, and bending of the lines. No evaluations of the termination points (i.e. instruments 
and origination connection point) or instrument line hydrostatic or pneumatic tests, except 
,or drain and vent lines at Watts Bar, were performed within this subcategory. Employee 
concerns related to slope, compression fittings, and clamps were evaluated at all four 
nuclear sites. However, bending was evaluated at Watts Bar only, since the bending issues 
within this subcategory were characterized as not generally applicable to the other three 
sites. Subcategory 10700 addresses instrument tube bending issues at all four sites. All four 
issues evaluated were factual and required corrective action.  

Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Browns Ferry had instrument sensing lines installed which 
deviated from the minimum slope criteria as specified by the design output documents.  
Inconsistent requirements were identified during a review of the upper-tier procedures 
controlling slope parameters. T1here was inconsistent application of the minimum slope 
requirements during the installation and inspection processes by construction and quality 
assurance personnel. Programs in place and scheduled at the three sites for resolving the 
slope issue failed to consider the effects of Design Basis Accident (DBA) conditions on a 
sensing line's ability to function throughout all operational m~odes.  

Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Browns Ferry had installation and inspection procedures which 
did not adequately implement manufacturer's installation instructions for instrument line 
compression fittings. The evaluation concluded that installation procedures did not 
incorporate or reference manufacturtrs' installation instructions for compression fittings, 
craft training did not include manufacturers' instructions, and the Quality Assurance 
organizations did not inspect the inn.alled compression fittings to verify the integrity of the 
installed configurations.  

Watts Bar and Sequoyah had instrument sensing line support clamps inadequately installed.  
The Browns Ferry project was in the process of implem~enting a sampling verification 
program to determine if the clamp issue was applicable to that site. The clamp issue was not 
factual at Bellefonte.
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Corrective action varied between sites due to their differing siatuses. Basically, Engineering 
was to evaluate and correct deficiencies in the design criteria; Construction was to evatuate, 
identify, and correct the installation of instrument sen ;ýirvg lines according to the revised 
criteria established by Engineering; craft personnel vere to be trained to perform their 
duties in accordance with revised documents; Quality Control was to inspect to 
specified instructions; and Quality Assurance was to montitor and audit the processes to 
ensure the quality of the program.  

In=1298- l E 

The Electrical Equipment subcategory addre~sses three issues pertaining to only three types 
of electrical equipment - control panels, junction boxes, and hand switches. Issues 
concerning control panels and handswitches were applicable to Watts Bar only while t!e 
junction box issue was evaluated at all four nuclear sites. One issue was factual but not a 
problem, and two issues were not factual.  

Discrepancies were found in the "as-constructed" configuration drawings of the 480V 
shutdown board panels. The configuration discrepancies documented by Watts Bar 
Nonconformance Report W-205-P showed that te~minal block strip labeling and wire 
labeling did not conform to thec existing "as-constructed" configuration vendor drawings 
available at that point in time. Prior to initiating the Nonconformance Report, there were 
no site implemented inspection criteria in place to require or control labeling on 
vendor-supplied equipment wiring. The drawing discrepancies existed, but functional tests 
had been completed on the control panels. No additional conditions adverse to quality had 
been identified and the equipment operated as designed. Site procedures for Watts Bar 
were being revised to incorporate inuspection requirements for interface terminal labeling 
and updating of vendor drawings.  

The junction box material substitution issue was found not to be factual. Construction 
General Specification GA40 identifies galvanized steel as an acceptable junction box 
material. The issue wzs e-,aluated at all four nuclear sites. Procedural clarification was 
undertaken at Watts Bar, but no corrective action was required at any of the other sites.  

The perceived obsolete hand switches questioned at Watts Bar were of the Westinghouse 
Type W-2 configuratior. In 1980, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued Bulletin No.  
lE 80-20. This bulletin identified a shortcomring in the design of the switches that left some 
uncertainty as to the position of the switch during operation of its controlled equipment.  
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission gave each utiuiry utiluzing the switches an option to 
either replace or modify the switches.  

TVA implemented the modification option at Watt.- Bar by issuing Engineering Change 
Notices and adding a position indication circuit to 69 unit one and 33 unit two switches, 
which met the requirements of the bulletin. The design of the postion indication circuit 
introduced the potential for a false indication problem which was documented by Post
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Modification Test Deficiency No. Fr-301. The problem had also been identified by the 
NR.C in Bulletin IE 82-01. Engineering Change Notices were issued to modify the circuit 
for the 28 (total for Unit 1 & 2) switches that were identified to bt potentially susceptible to 
the false indication problem. Sequoyah took the same option and modified their Type W-2 
handswitcbes 

=-hataguw 19= Cdital Cable I=a 

The Conduit mnd Cable Tray subcategary addresses concerns pertaining to conduit, conduit 
fittings ar.,1 cable tray hardware. Issues were raised about conduit installation methods and 
materials and possible damage to conduits and cables during installation, instaLation 
methods and identification markings of cable tray wall penetrations, and use of solid rather 
than coated reactive metal conduit fittings in the Reactor Building. Six of the seven issues 
evaluated were factual requiring corrective action, and one issue was not factual.  

The following deficiencies were found with regard to conduit: (1) conduits had excessive 
bends between pull points, (2) poor quality conduit materials had been received, (3) cable 
overcrowding bad occurred, (4) flexible conduit installations were questionable, (5) 
deficiencies existed in the good industrial practice of protecting installed conduit.  
Evaluation of the conduit fitting issue revealed a deficiency related to the control of reactive 
metals within the confines of the Reactor Building.  

The evaluation of the conduit issue revealed three design deficiencies which had the 
potential to adversely affect each site's reliability end suitability-for-service related to the 
established requirements. The three deficiencies related to the conduit installation criteria 
specified by Engineering in the design output document Construction General SpecificatioI 
G-40 or the retroactive (backfit) aspect of those established requirements pertaining to past 
installations. The question of "backfit" resulted from formerly deficient design output 
documents. The specific dficiencies noted were: (1) conduits had accumulated bends of 
more than 360 between cable pull points, (2) conduit overfill occurred because of 
inadequate routing assignment controls, and (3) flexible conduit installations were 
questionable in regard to minimum length required to accommodate thermal and seismic 
movements, minimum bend radius, and Lie implementation of manufacturer's connector 
torquing requirements.  

Concerns which dealt with the quality of conduit materials were substantiated to varying 
degrees from site to site. The evaluation identified deficiencies involving the procuremer.: 
process, receipt inspection, material issue, and installation procedures. Additionally, the 
employee concern related to conduit cleanliness revealed that an infraction had occurred in 
the good industrial practice of providing protection to the conduit system when the 
permanent pull box covers, etc., were removed. This lack of protection allowed dirt and 
debris to enter the conduit, creating the potential for damage to the cables during pulling 
activities.
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Deficiencies were identified in th*- mxisting progra. is related to the Engineering evaluation 
of retrofit requirements of ncwvly established or revised criteria relak.d to the past 
insta'latioas of flexible conduits. hi additicn, programs which were developed to document 
conditions adverse to quality were neither effective nor accurate in assessing problems for 
significance or generic applicability. It was also crated that, wh*'. !roblems were identified 
in the appropriate nonconformance reports, inadequate responses frtm the affected sites 
masked or hampered the resolution of the issues identified. In some cases the co rection 
methods specified by Engineering (in response to the problems identifie., were 
inappropriate to .nsure consistent, complete, and accurate resolu'ioni. These inrl'qate 
correcti i mediods contributed to site procedure violations.  

Evaluaton of the conduir' fittings issue found that Engineering had not effectively controlled 
or accounted for noi-coated Tinc reactive metals inside containment. This lack of cun*r'o! 
and accountability introduced the potential for more hydrogen to be produced within i e 
corfines of the containment than was anticipated by the calculation packages prepared by 
Engineering.  

n ;..neral, to provide assurance that each site was suitable-ior-service (given the established 
requiirements) relative to the installed conduit systems, requests were made for Engineering 
to evaluate past conduit ivs:aixations that had the potential to adversely affect the safety of 
plant operations. In response to the problems identified as exce sivt conduit bend 
violations and conduit overcrowding. Engineering was evaluatino ihc entire cable 
installation program and, in so doing, would effectively address these as weP' as other similar 
cable problems. The issue of tlexible conduit installations prompted a reLucst for 
Engineering to perform a complete re-evalua:ion of the existing installations related to 10 
CFR 50.49 (spfr*y-related) equipment and pipe mounted devices that are subject to thermal 
and seismic mov 'ment. Commitment was made by Engineering to thoroughly investigate 
this issue and establish complete and acceptable guidelines for each site to evaluate and/or 
qualify existing installations. Commitment was also made by Engineering to identify and 
rework any deficient conduit systems 'ncluding flexible conduit installations.  

In regard to the backfit issue, the Division r& Nuclear Engineering and tne Office of Nuclear 
Power (respectively) were requested to ensure that the proper (backfit) evaluation was 
performed aid documented, and that a clear line of responsibility was established to ensure 
accurate resolution of those problems identified as vjiditions adverse to quality. In 
response to those reques.ts, the Division of fVclear Eninecring revised the appropriate 
engineering requirements procedures to clearly indicate thp, the proner retrofit evaluation 
of all new/revisrd requirements was required ind that tnis evaluation woulu be documented.  
The documentation wars requireti to contain the logical reasoning in support of the actual 
determination of retroactive application. The Office of Nucleuw Power response described 
the current Condition Adverse to Ouality Report program whirh places the responsibility 
for the determination of generic apr!icahil';y of the condit'in within 'wou rganizations and 
stated that the tracking of those deficiencies would hbe performed in a single program.
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The inconsist-cdies in the procurement practices related to the quality level of -onduit 
materials and the associated deficient site work controlling procedur ., we'e requeste. o 'e 
dclarfied and/or corrected. The response fro':, Engineering ge.;rally imposed mo:.  
stringent controls for the proci. ement of conduit natenai. This vvs .u be ac< orniplished by 
deleting the section in hbe matetri* specificrtion which allow.; the vai.,-r of nmy and/cr all 
of the inspections, tests, or test reports.  

Additionally, the appropriate design output doxment % ii I e changed to require adherence 
to the revised material specification. In light of thotUt qahly assurance requirements, (i.e., 
documnmlation) Engineering committed to investigate the industry practice and TVA's 
specific needs to determine wheth-r furiher upgrading would be required for conduit 
proc-jiements. Commitments were made by each afiected site to strengthen the appropriate 
.vork controlling procedures in an effort to identify defective or suspect conduit materials.  
Similrly, each affected site committed to strengthen the work controlling procedures 
'utilized to install conduit systems) co provide added protection of the installed conduit by 
oluing permanent or temporary covers on openings in an effort to prevent dirt or debris 
from e.:tering the conduit system.  

D'iscussion of the corrective action requirea to resolve the conduit overfill issue was 
ccntained in Subcategory Report 10900, Cable.  

To provide a more accurate estimate of nydrogen release inside containment during a 
design basis event, requis& were made for Ern'Jneering to implement more stringent 
controls for non-coated zinc reactive metals ard t, evaluate the potential effect of an 
iadetermia.tte amount of dic cast zinc conduit fittings within the confines of the 
Containment JLI' ing.  

In response, i'nbiine#ring committed to revise General Construction Specification G-40 to 
control zinc nmaterials inside the Reactor Building and to utilize TVA specification 21.001 
for conduit material procurements to ensure only coated materials were supplied by 
vend*'s. A commitment w's l.,K made to evaluate or obtain accurate inventories of die 
cast Vi:.' ract''e *r"*ta!s' ins''e containment and include their inventory in the hydrogen 
'lcuh Uti'1 packages. Additionally, procedures would be developed to describe or control 

:cf i.ivcntory and/or calculation methods used for future updates of the appropriate 
calculatiotn nackages
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